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SUMMARY

Structural tests were conducted on thermal protection systems (TPS)

including LI 900 and LI 2200 tiles and .41 cm (.16 in.) and .23 cm (.09 in.)

thick strain isolation pads (SIP). In addition, the bond surface of selected

tiles was densified to obtain improved strength. Four basic types of

experiments were conducted including tension tests, substrate mismatch (initial

imperfection) tests, tension loads eccentrically applied, and pressure loads

applied rapidly to the tile top surface. A small initial imperfection mismatch

(2.29 m (90 in.) spherical radius on the substrate) did not influence signifi-

cantly the ultimate failure strength. Densification of the tile bond region

improved the strength of TPS constructed both of LI 900 tile and of LI 2200

tile. Pressure shock conditions studied did not significantly affect the TPS

strength.
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INTRODUCTION

The Space Shuttle aluminum skin is protected against high temperatures by •

a covering consisting of several thousand low density Reusable Surface Insulation

(RSl) tiles. The tiles are relatively brittle with a low coefficient of thermal

expansion and cannot be attached directly to the aluminum skin of the Space

Shuttle. The tiles instead are bonded using silicone rubber to a matted-felt

material called Strain Isolation Pad (SIP), and the SIP is bonded to the aluminum

skin, also using silicone rubber adhesive. Several different thermal protection

systems (TPS) are used including tiles with two different densities and SIP

materials with two different thicknesses. In addition, selected tiles are

strengthened in the bond surface region through a local densification process.

The results of an investigation to study the structural characteristics of

LI 900 tile bonded to a 0.41 cm (0.16 in.) SIP are reported in reference I.

That investigation has been expanded and is reported herein to include non-

densified LI 2200 tile and both LI 900 and LI 2200 tile treated to provide a

densified bond surface. Four basic types of experiments were conducted:

(I) tension tests, (2) initial imperfection mismatch (deviation between the

exact surface contour of the tile and the aluminum substrate) tests, (3) eccen-

trically applied tension loads, and (4) vacuum pressure loads applied rapidly

to the top surface of the tile. Prior to conducting experiments, all specimens

were subjected to a proof test tension/compression load cycle.

SPECIMENDESCRIPTION

Specimens used in this investigation were constructed in accordance with

accepted fabrication procedures approved for Space Shuttle. All tiles were

rectangular parallelepipeds, 15.2 cm (6 in.) square with a density of either
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144 kg/m3 (9 Ib/ft3), "LI 900," or 352 kg/m3 (22 Ib/ft3), "LI 2200." SIP

material 0.41 cm (0.16 in.) thick was used with LI 900 tile while 0.23 cm

(0.090in.) thick SIP was used with LI 2200 tile as is commonon the orbiter.

The SIP bonded surfacedimensionswere 12.7 cm (5 in.) by 12.7 cm (5 in.). A

fillerbar material0.95 cm (0.38 in.) wide of compositionsimilarto the SIP

was bonded to the aluminumplate around the perimeterof the SIP. In prepara-

tion for bonding,the 1.27 cm (0.5 in.)-thickplate was primedwith Koropon.

The densificationof tile bond surfaceregionswas accomplishedin accordance

with proceduresapprovedfor Space Shuttle. Additionaldetailsof the fabri-

cation proceduresare availablein referenceI.

TEST DESCRIPTION

Schematicdescriptionsof the varioustest configurationsare presentedin

Figure 1. Descriptionsof the test techniquesare describedbelow.

Proof Test

A proof test was conductedon each specimenprior to its acceptancefor

structuraltestingin accordancewith techniquesapprovedfor testingTPS for

Space Shuttle. Detailsof the test equipmentand proof test proceduresare

describedin reference1.

LI 900 and LI 900-densifiedspecimenswere loaded in tensionto a maximum

averagestress in the SIP of 41.4 kPa (6 PSI) while LI 2200 and LI 2200-densified

specimenswere loadedto a maximum averagestressof 68.9 kPa (10 PSI). The

tensionload was followedby unloadingand the immediateapplicationof com-
I

pressionloading(978N (220 Ib) for LI 900 and LI 900-densifiedspecimensand

. 1330N (300 Ib) for LI 2200 and LI 2200-densified specimens). In addition to

carrying the proof test loads, LI 900 tiles were also required to meet the

acousticemission criteriadefinedin referenceI.



Tensionloadingwas applied in step incrementswith the pressurebeld at inter,

mediatelevels. For LI 900 and LI 900-densifiedspecimens,the tensionload was held

for 30 secondsat the 27.6 kPa (4 PSI) and 34.5 kPa (5 PSI) stress levelsand

for 60 secondsat the 41.4 kPa (6 PSl) stress level. For LI 2200 and LI 2200-

densifiedspecimens,the tensionload was held for 30 secondsat the 48..3kPa

(7 PSI), 55.2 kPa (8 PSI), 62.0 kPa (9 PSI) stress levelsand for 60 seconds

at the 68.9 kPa (10 PSI) stress level. Typicalstress versusdisplacement

responsesfrom proof test data for the four tile/SIPmaterialsystemsare pre-

sented in Figure 2. Variationsin the responsebetween LI 900 and LI 900-

densifiedand betweenLI 2200 and LI 2200-densifiedspecimensare primarily

due to variationsin propertiesof the SIP materialused to fabricatespecimens.

TensionTests

ConstantDisplacementRate.-Specimenswere loadedto failure in trans-

verse tensionin a constantdisplacementrate test machine. Load transferinto

the tile was accomplishedthrougha 1.27 cm (0.5 in.) thick aluminumplate

bonded to the top surfaceof the tile. A displacementrate of 0.13 cm/minute

(0.05 inch/minute)was used. The SIP displacementresponseto loadingwas

measuredat the midpointof the four sides of the tile.

PressureAppliedTension.-Transversetensionloadingof the specimenwas also

accomplishedby loadingthe tile with pressure,thus eliminatingthe restraint

imposedby the aluminumloadingplate requiredin displacementcontrolledtests.

A flexiblebellowswas used to form an enclosurearound the top surfaceof the

tile. The bellowswas attachedto the impervioustile coatingwith tape and

tensionloadingof the tile was accomplishedby reducingthe pressurewithin

the chamber. The experimentalsetup to accomplishthis loadingis shown in

Figure 3. The transversedisplacementsof the tile at the midpointof the four
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sides of the tile and the pressure inside the bellows were recorded during the

test.

Substrate Initial Imperfection Mismatch Tests

. Specimens bonded to a 1.27 cm (0.5 in.) thick aluminum plate with a 2.29 m

(90 in.) spherical radius were loaded to failure in tension. This configuration

imposes an initial imperfection amplitude of 0.18 cm (0.069 in.) at the SIP

corners. These tests were conducted to simulate dimensional differences

between the tile and aluminum substrate which may exist initially or which

slowly develop during flight.

Eccentrically Applied Tension

Specimens were loaded to failure by an eccentrically applied tension load.

The experimental setup is shown in Figure 4. Loads were applied at a constant

displacement rate of 0.13 cm/min (0.05 inch/min). The aluminum plate to which

the top surface of the tile was bonded was rigidly constrained against rotation.

Loads were introduced into the aluminum plate to which the SIP was bonded through

a spherical bearing. This arrangement permitted the line of reaction to remain

unchanged during the process of loading yet did not constrain the rotation of

the tile caused by the eccentric loading. These tests were performed to

simulate load conditions which might occur as a shock wave passes across a tile

or as aerodynamic pressure gradients occur during flight.

Combined In-Plane Force and Transverse Pressure Tests

Tests were conducted in which in-plane loads and combinations of in-plane
o

and transverse loads were imposed on the tile. The apparatus for conducting

these tests is shown schematically in Figure 5. The foundation of the apparatusI

is the same as used in pressure applied transverse tension tests with the added

i
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capability of in-plane loading. As shown in Figure 5, in-plane loads were

applied along the tile diagonal. The aluminum plate to which the SIP was
V

attached was mounted on roller bearings while the tile was rigidly constrained

against in-plane displacement by a yoke arrangement which butted up against

two sides of the tile. The yoke reaction attachment was mounted on roller

bearings in a slide constraint permitting the reaction free transverse trans-

lation of the yoke in response to any transverse displacement of the tile.

The flexible bellows permitted vacuum pressure loads to be imposed on either

all or part of the tile top surface. The flexible bellows vertical thickness

(i.e., dimension between the plexiglass plate and the top surface of the tile)

was initially 0.96 cm (0.38 in.). This dimension permitted unrestrained trans-

verse displacement capability of the tile while minimizing in-plane reaction

forces on the bellows.

In-plane loads were applied at the rate of 67 N/min. (15 Ib/min) and

pressure was applied at the rate of 28 kPa/min (4 psi/min). For some tests,

the pressure was applied rapidly to simulate a shock. The technique for

applying pressure shock involved pumping down a large pressure bottle to the

desired pressure and releasing a solenoid valve connecting the bottle to the

bellows chamber to reduce rapidly the pressure in the desired chamber. Measure-

ments obtained during tests included in-plane and transverse displacement of

the tile, in-plane force and the pressure in chambers P2 and P3" A high-

speed oscilloscope was used to obtain the shock pressure versus time history.

Data were monitored in real time and recorded on magnetic tape for later data

reduction. These tests were performed to investigate in-plane and transverse

displacement coupling and failure interactions and to determine the effect of

pressureshock loading.



RESULTSAND DISCUSSION

A summary of the ultimate loads carried by specimens for various testo

conditions is presented in Table I. Details of test results are described

" below.

Tension and Substrate Initial Imperfection Mismatch Tests

A graph of the SIP average stress versus tile displacement for the first

load cycle following proof test for LI 900, LI 900-densified, LI 2200, and

LI 200-densified specimens loaded in tension (with and without substrate

mismatch) are presented in Figures 6, 7, 8, and 9. A discussion of results

for each type of specimen is presented below.

LI 900 - Specimens loaded in tension failed at average stresses ranging

from 63.4 kPa (9.2 PSl) to 84.1 kPa (12.2 PSl) and the two specimens with

2.29 m (90 in.) spherical mismatch failed at average stress in the same range,

73.8 kPa (10.7 PSl) and 80.0 kPa (11.6 PSl).

No significant differences in results were observed between specimens in

which load was introduced through a metal plate bonded to the tile top surface

and in which load was imposed by reducing the pressure on the top surface of

the tile. The typical failure mode for LI 900 specimens loaded in tension is

illustrated in Figure I0. The failure occurred in the bond between the tile

andthe SIP in which small particles of the tile remain distributed over the

silicone rubber surface. The tile thickness of one specimen loaded through

pressure was only 0.97 cm (0.38 in.). This specimen at failure carried an

average stress of 84.1 kPa (12.2 PSl). Failure for the 0.97 cm (0.38 in.)-

thick tile loaded by pressure initiated at one corner in the typical peel mode



and propagated until the bending stresses on the thin tile were sufficient to

cause the tile to fracture in the manner shown in Figure ii.

A set of tension tests were also conducted in which the SIP size was °

varied. These tests designed to address the effect bond area has on the

specimen failure stress had SIP area ranging from 161 cm2 (25 in 2) to 40.3 cm3

(6.25 in3). Results are listed in Table II. For the range of sizes considered,

reducing the SIP area did not significantly change the average stress at failure.

The failure mode was also unchanged as seen by comparing the failure surface for
2

one of the reduced SIP area specimens (Figure 12) with that for the 161 cm

(25 in 2) SIP (Figure 10).

LI 900-Densified - The average SIP stress at failure was 179 kPa (25.9 PSI)

for one LI 900-densified specimen loaded in tension and 171 kPa (24.8 kPa) for

one specimen with a 2.29 m (90 in.) radius spherical imperfection mismatch.

Beyond the 27.6 kPa (4 PSI) stress level, tension stress as a function of tile

displacement response is almost linear as shown in Figure 7. Failure occurred

totally within the tile above the densified region as shown in Figure 13.

LI 2200 - The average SIP stress at failure was 170 kPa (24.6 PSI) and 175

kPa (25.4 PSI) for two LI 2200 tension specimens and 136 kPa (19.7 PSI) for one

specimen with a 2.29 m (90 in.) radius spherical imperfection mismatch. The

stress versus displacement response for the mismatch specimen plots between

the response for the two tension specimens (Figure 8). The failure mode for

LI 2200 specimens involved peel separation at the tile/SIP bond surface similar

to that experienced by LI 900 specimens as illustrated in Figure 14.

LI 2200-Densified - The SIP average stress at failure was 210 kPa (30.4 PSI)

and 213 kPa (30.9 PSI) for two LI 2200-densified tension specimens and 199 kPa

(28.8 PSI) for one specimen with a 2.29 m (90 in.) radius spherical imperfection _°
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mismatch. The stressversus displacementresponsecurves are highly nonlinear

especiallynear the ultimateload (Figure9). This responseis relatedto the

mode of failureillustratedby the photographin Figure 15, As the specimen

load approachedthe ultimate,the SIP fibers adjacentto the aluminumplate

experiencedlarge deformationsleavingmost of the SIP attachedto the tile.

EccentricallyAppliedTensionTests

LI 900 - The displacementresponsefor three specimenswith a 3.18 cm

(1.25 in.) eccentricallyappliedload as a functionof the appliedforce is

presentedin Figure 16. The failureload for the three specimenswas 519,

586, and 694 N (117, 132, and 156 lb.). A comparisonof the displacement

responsesfor specimenswith load eccentricitiesof 1.91 cm (0.75 in.), 3.18

cm (1.25 in.), and 4.32 cm (1.7 in.) is presentedin Figure17. The failure

loads for the specimenswith eccentricitiesof 1.91 cm (0.75 in.) and 4.32 cm

(1.7 in.) were 809 N (182 lb.) and 654 N (147 Ib), respectively. Two tests

were also conductedin which specimenswith a 2.29 m (90 in.) radius

sphericalimperfectionmismatchof the aluminumplate to which the SIP was

bondedwere loadedeccentrically. The displacementresponsesfor specimens

with mismatchplus 3.18 cm (1.25 in.) or 4.32 cm (1.7 in.) load eccentricities

are presentedin Figure 18. Ultimateloads for these two specimenswere 547 N

(123 lb.) for the mismatch specimenwith 3.18 m (1.25 in.) eccentricityand

538 N (.121lb.) for the mismatchspecimenwith 4.32 cm (1.7 in.) eccentricity.

Failurefor eccentricallyloadedLI 900 specimensinitiatedin the region

of maximumtensilestressand propagatedby peelingof the tile-SIP interface
m

until completeseparationresulted. A photographshowingthe rotationof the

plate and disbondfailureof the SIP to tile in this region is presentedin

Figure 19. The appearanceof the failuresurfacewas similarto that observed
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for pure tension tests. Failure for specimens with mismatch and load eccentricity

occurred initially near the center of the edge of maximumtension as illustrated

in Figure 20 rather than at the corners of this edge where the maximumwarpage

displacement amplitude occurs.

LI 900-Densified -The displacement response for an LI 900-densified

specimen loaded in tension with a 3.18 cm (1.25 in.) load eccentricity is pre-

sented in Figure 21. The load at failure was 1.67 kPa (375 lb.). A photograph

of the failure surface is presented in Figure 13. Failure was by instantaneous

fracture of the tile in which a cavity developed on the half of the tile loaded

by maximumtension.

LI 2200 - The displacement responses for two LI 2200 specimens loaded in

tension with a 3.18 cm (1.25 in.) load eccentricity are Presented in Figure 22.

The loads at failure were 1.74 kN (392 lb.) and 1.81 kN (407 lb.). The failure

mode involved peeling of the tile from the SIP at the bond interface similar

to that observed for pure tension tests.

LI 2200-Densified - The displacement responses for two LI 2200-densified

specimens loaded in tension with a 3.18 cm (1.25 in.) load eccentricity are

presented in Figure 23. The loads at failure were 2.38 kN (534 lb.) and 2.41

kN (541 lb.) The failure modewas similar to that observed for specimens

loaded in pure tension, i.e., large displacements of SIP fibers adjacent to

the aluminum plate leaving most of the SIP attached to the tile.

Rapidly Applied Pressure Loads

The LI 900 specimens were subjected to load sets involving the rapid

application of reduced pressure to part or all of the tile top surface, Results

of the three specimens are described below, _,
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PressureShock Applied to Half of Tile Top Surface. - P_essureshock loads

were appliedto the half of the tile top surfaceboundedby the tile diagonal

and two edges. The historyof loadingand the tile displacementresponsesare

summarizedin Table III. Prior to conductingthe shock tests, an in-planeload

of 407 N (91.6 lb.) was imposedon the specimenand releasedbefore shock

pressureswere applied. A plot of the pressureversus time responsefor

severalshock loadingsis presentedin Figure24. The pressurerecorded in

Table Ill is slightlygreaterthan the maximum pressurerecorded in Figure 24

becausethe pressurehad not stabilizedin the time frame shown. Pressure

shockswere appliedwithoutfailure in increasingsteps up to a magnitudeof

66.9 kPa (9.7PSI). A shock load of 75.3 kPa (10,92PSI) causedthe specimen

to fail by disbondat the tile/SIPinterfaceat the cornerof maximumtension

loading.

PressureShock Appliedto EntireTile Top Surface. Fifty cycles of

pressureshock were appliedto the entire top surfaceof one LI 900 specimen.

The peak pressureranged from 27.6 kPa (4.0 PSI) to 31.0 kPa (4.5 PSI). The

pressureand the tile displacementtime historyresponsefor the fiftieth

cycle are presentedin Figure 25. The specimensurvivedthis sequenceof shock

loads and was loadedslowly in tensionto failure. The specimenfailed in the

peel mode at the tile-SIPinterfaceat an averageSIP stressof 76.5 kPa (11.1

PSI).

Combined Loading: In-Plane,Pressureand Shock. - One LI 900 specimenwas

subjectedto shock loadingwhile alreadyloadedby an in-planeload as well as

by vacuum pressureappliedto the entire top surfaceof the tile. The sequence
m

of loads appliedto the specimenis describedin Table IV. An in-planeload

of 178 N (40 Ib) was imposedat the start of the test and was held during the

i
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remainder of the shock test. Increasing vacuum pressure was slowly imposed on

the entire top surface of the tile (P2 : P3) and the shock pressure difference

was superimposed by rapidly reducing the pressure in chamber P3 by approximately

17.2 kPa (2.5 PSI). The shock load was applied to approximately 72 percent of

the tile top surface. Shock pressures were imposed at the rate of approxi-

mately 462 kPa/sec (67 PSl/sec) for the first 13.8 kPa (2 PSl) of pressure

reduction. _ Following application of the shock, the pressures were allowed to
I

equalize in the two chambers (P2 = P3) yielding the maximumrecorded pressure.

The SIP average stress is based on a load calculated using the maximumpressure

applied to the top surface of the tile and the 161 cm2 (25 in 2) area of the SIP.

The strength measured for this specimen is in excess of that measured for

specimens loaded purely in tension. The specimen carried a 17.6 kPa (2.55 PSl)

shock pressure superimposed on a 62.5 kPa (9.06 PSI) initial uniform pressure.

Disbond failure initiated in a corner at a SIP average stress of 126 kPa (18.22

PSl). The test was terminated and the specimen was subsequently loaded to

failure in the proof test fixture. The specimen carried an ultimate average

stress of 89.24 kPa (12.95 PSl) at which the corner disbond grew resulting in

the separation at the tile/SIP interface.
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CONCLUDINGREMARKS

A limited number of structural tests have been conducted on LI 900 and4

LI 2200 tiles with and without a densified tile bond surface. Test results

" show that densification improved the ultimate strength of the LI 900 tile/

.41 cm (.16 in.) SIP specimens by a factor greater than two. Densification

improved the ultimate strength of the LI 2200 tile/,23 cm (.09 in.) SIP

specimens by about 30 percent. LI 900 nondensified specimens failed in the

SIP-to-tile bond region while the failure for LI 900 densified specimens

occurred in the tile. The failure mode for LI 2200 nondensified specimens

was in the bond between the tile and the SIP. Densified LI 2200 specimens

failed by excessive extension of SIP fibers, A 2.29 m (90 in.) spherical

radius imperfection mismatch had negligible effect in reducing the strength

in any of the tests conducted. Several tests were conducted in which specimens

were subjected to rapidly applied pressure to simulate aerodynamic shock.

Failures were experienced only after very high pressure conditions were

imposed.
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TABLE I. - TPS TEST RESULTS_a)

FAILURELOAD, N(LBS)
TEST

LI 900 LI 900D LI 2200 LI 2200D

TENSION 1020(230),1180(265), 2880(647) 2740(615),2820(635) 3380(759),3440(773)
1190(268),1270(285),
1290(290),1310(295),
1360(305)

Mismatch(b) 1190(267),1290(290) 2760(620) 2190(492) 3210(721)

1.9 cm {0.75 In.) Eccen- 809(182) ......
tricallyAppliedLoad

3.18 cm (1.25 In.) Eccen- 520(117), 587(132) 1670(375) 1810(407),1740(392) 2410(541),2380(534)
tricallyAppliedLoad 694(156)

4.32 cm (1.7 In.) Eccen- 654(147) ......
tricallyAppliedLoad

CombinedIn-PlaneLoad, 1350(304),1330(298),
Pressure and Pressure 1450(325),1790(402),
Shock 1810(407)

Mismatch(b)and 3.18 cm 547(123) ......
(1.25 In.) Eccentrically
AppliedLoad
Mismatch(b)and4.32 cm
(1.7 In.) Eccentrically 538(121) ......
Applied Load

(a) 12.7 cm (5 In.)x 12.7 cm (5 In.) SIP area.
(b) 2.3 m (90 In.)sphericalradius.



TABLEII.- EFFECTOFSIP AREAONTPS ULTIMATETENSILE STRENGTH.

SIP AREA AVERAGESTRESSAT FAILURE
cm2 (in2) kPa (PSl)

161 (25) 63 to 84 (9.2 to 12.2)

121 (18.75) 88 (12.8)

81 (12.5) 94 (13.6)

40 (6.25) 83 (12,0)
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TABLE 111.- SPECIMEN DISPLACEMENT RESPONSE TO NEGATIVE PRESSURE SHOCK
APPLIED TO TRIANGULAR ONE-HALF OF TILE TOP SURFACE.

LOAD IN-PLANE PRESSURE DISPLACEMENT, CM (IN.)

CYCLE LOAD, SHOCK, P
J
,

N (lb) kPa (PSI IN-PLANE VERTICAL LEFT VERTICAL RIGHT

1 407 (91.6) o (0) -0.266 (-0.105) 0.036 ( 0.014) 0.175 ( 0.069)
o (0) o (0) -0.126 (-0.050) -0.004 ( ....0.002) 0.031 ( 0.012)

2 o (0) 9.03 (1.31) 0.033 ( 0.013) 0.004 ( 0.002) -0.044 (-0.017)
o (0) o (0) 0.006 ( 0.002) 0.000 ( 0.000) -0.000 (-0.001)

3 o (0) 19.0 (2.76) 0.053 ( 0.021) 0.006 ( 0.002) -0.070 (-0.027)
o (0) o (0) 0.012 ( 0.005) 0.001 ( 0.001) -0.010 (-0.004)

4 o (0) 30.6 (4.44) 0.066 ( 0.026) 0.010 ( 0.004) -0.098 (-0.039)
o (0) o (0) 0.020 ( 0.008) 0.005 (0.002) -0.026 (-0.010)

5 o (0) 49.9 (7.24) 0.078 ( 0.031) 0.022 ( 0.009) -0.147 (-0.058)
o (0) 0.14 (0.02) 0.038 ( 0.015) 0.018 ( 0.007) -0.074 (-0.029)

6 o (0) 56.9 (8.25) 0.083 ( 0.033) 0.035 ( 0.014) -0.180 (-0.071)
o (0) 0.14 (0.02) 0.041 ( 0.016) 0.025 ( 0.010) -0.097 (-0.038)

7 o (0) 66.9 (9.70) 0.089 ( 0.035) 0.047 ( 0.019) -0.215 (-0.085)

8(a)
o (0) 1.45 (0.21) 0.053 ( 0.021) 0.040 ( 0.016) -0.143 (-0.056)
o (0) 75.3 (lO.9) 0.125 ( 0.049) 0.099 ( 0.039) -0.309 (-0.122)

(a) Specimen failure, disbond of tile from SIP at tension corner.

IN-PLANE ...

LEFT RIGHT

~



TABLEIV,-COMBINEDLOADINGINCLUDINGPRESSURE,SHOCKANDIN-PLANELOADS.

3,81CM (1.5IN.)

SHOCK
INITIAL,L_,_i,,_i,__F AP3

P
.i _ ,(k_ i 4 k _ P2

IN-PLANE ,ml 4 3
FORCE --'---_,.

178N(40LB)

_1 MAXIMUMUNIFORMLOAD
INITIALPRESSURE@ SHOCKPRESSURE......

LOADCYCLE p2=P3.KPA (PSI) AP3,KPA (PSI) P2=P3, SIPAVERAGESTRESS.
KPA(PSl) KPA (PSl)

i i

1 13.79(2.00) 17.72(2.57) 30.89(4.48) 44.47(6.45)
2 20.68(3.00) 16,89(2.45) 35.78(5,19) 51,50(7,47)
3 27.99(4.06) 17.44(2,53) 43,37(6,29) 62.47(9,06)
4 34.68(5.03) 18.06(2.62) 50.95(7.39) 73.36(10.64)
5 41.64(6,04) 17,86(2,59) 58,05(8,42) 83,56(12,12)
6 48.54(7.04) 18.13(2.63) 64.95(9.42) 93.49(13.56)
7 55.50(8.05) 16.89(2.45) 71.36(10.35) i02.73(14.'90)
8 62.47(9.06) 17,58(2,55) 78,19(11,34) 112,52(16,32)
9 87.22(12,65)@ 0 (0) 87,22(12,65) 125,62(18,22)

(CORNERDISBOND)

i0 ULTIMATEFAILUREATSIPAVERAGESTRESS= 89.29KPA(12.95PSI)

@ UNIFORMPRESSUREWITHOUTSHOCK,
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TILE

ECCENTRICALLY IN-PLANELOADPLUS IN-PLANELOADPLUS
APPLIEDTENSION PRESSUREONFULLTILE PRESSUREONPARTOFTILE

Figure 1. - Test Conditions.
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Figure 2. - SIP average stress versus tile displacement for selected
tile/SIP material systems.
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Figure 4. - Experimental setup for conducting eccentrically applied tension loads.
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Figure 7. - SIP average stress versus tile displacement for LI 900-densified
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Figure 10. - Typical failure mode for LI 900 specimens.

(



Figure 11. - Thin tile fracture following peel disband at one corner.



Figure 12. - Failure surface of LI 900 tile with reduced SIP area.
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Figure 13. - Typical failure modes for LI 900-densified specimens.



Figure 14. - Typical failure mode for LI 2200 specimens.



Figure 15. - Typical failure mode for LI 2200-densified specimens.
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Figure 16. - Displacementresponsefor LI 900 tile/0.41cm (0.16 in.) SIP
specimenswith 3.18 cm (1.25 in.) load eccentricity.
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Figure 18. - Displacementresponsefor LI 900 tile/O.41cm (0.16 in.)SIP
specimenswith substratemismatchand eccentricallyloaded,



Figure 19. - Photograph illustrating tile rotation and failure in region of maximum
stress under eccentrically applied tension loading. LI 900 specfmen.



Figure 20. - LI 900 specimen with warpage showing initiation of failure near the
center of the edge of maximum tension.
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Figure 21. - Displacement response for LI 900-densified tile/0.41 cm (0.16 in.) SIP
specimen with 3.18 cm (1.25 in.) load eccentricity.
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Figure22. - Displacementresponsefor LI 2200 tile/O.23cm (0.09 in.) SIP specimens
with 3.18 cm (1.25 in.) load eccentricity.
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Figure23. - Displacementresponsefor--LI-_O-O-densifiedtile/0.23cm (0.09 in.) sIP-......
specimens with 3.18 cm (1.25 in.) load eccentricity.
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